Within the collective coordinate approach to chiral soliton models we suggest that breaking of SU (3) flavor symmetry mainly resides in the baryon wave-functions while the charge operators maintain a symmetric structure. Sizable symmetry breaking in the wave-functions is required to reproduce the observed spacing in the spectrum of the 1 2 + baryons. The matrix elements of the flavor symmetric charge operators nevertheless yield g A /g V ratios for hyperon beta-decay which agree with the empirical data approximately as well as the successful F &D parameterization of the Cabibbo scheme. Demanding the strangeness component in the nucleon to vanish in the two flavor limit of the model, determines the structure of the singlet axial charge operator and yields the various quark flavor components of the axial charge of the Λ-hyperon. The suggested picture gains support from calculations in a realistic model using pion and vector meson degrees of freedom to build up the soliton.
iso-singlet Λ carry over to the corresponding fragmentation functions. Although this is an assumption one would expect the non-strange Λ fragmentation functions to be small if model calculations undoubtly showed that ∆U Λ and ∆D Λ were small. On the other hand, if model calculations indicated that ∆U Λ and ∆D Λ were large, it would provide sufficient motivation to study and measure these fragmentation functions [2, 3] . Using results on the axial current matrix elements from deep-inelastic scattering as well as hyperon beta-decay data together with flavor covariance indeed results in sizable polarizations for the non-strange quarks, ∆U Λ = ∆D Λ ≈ −0.20 together with ∆S Λ ≈ 0.60 for the strange quark [1, 2, 4] . The use of flavor covariance is motivated by the feature that the Cabibbo scheme [5] utilizing the F &D parameterization for the flavor changing axial charges works unexpectedly well [6] as the comparison in table I exemplifies. In the present note we will study an approach which allows the incorporation of deviations from the flavor symmetric formulation, after all SU(3)-flavor is not an exact symmetry. Clearly, any model that reproduces the data equally well as the Cabibbo scheme with a minimal set of parameters can be regarded as a reasonable description of hyperon beta-decay.
TABLE I.
The empirical values for the g A /g V ratios of hyperon beta-decays [7] , see also [6] . For the process Σ → Λ only g A is given. Also the flavor symmetric predictions are presented using the values for F &D which are mentioned in section III. Analytic expressions which relate these parameters to the g A /g V ratios may e.g. be found in table I of [8] . Our treatment of flavor symmetry breaking is based on the Skyrme model approach to describe baryons as solitons in an effective meson theory. In this type of models baryon states are obtained by quantizing the large amplitude fluctuations (zero modes) of the soliton. In the proceeding section we will briefly review the quantization procedure with the inclusion of flavor symmetry breaking. This approach is of great fundamental interest not only for the large N C treatment of QCD but certainly also in its own right; especially because this approach has been (at least quantitatively) successful in understanding the proton spin problem [9] [10] [11] . Furthermore, in the framework of quantizing the soliton the study of flavor symmetry breaking in these models is very interesting. This is even more the case as some of the difficulties encountered earlier (such as the overall scale in the predicted baryon mass differences [12, 13] or the unexpectedly large strangeness contribution to nucleon matrix elements [14, 9] ) have been largely understood and solved [15, 11, 16] . It is thus appealing to also study the Λ axial charges in such a framework, especially because they might be accessible experimentally [4, 17, 18] . Here we will focus on a description with the symmetry breaking mainly residing in the baryon wave-functions, including important higher order contributions. The order parameter is the strange current quark mass, m s . In the effective meson Lagrangian it emerges via the meson properties, e.g.
Sizable deviations from flavor symmetric (octet) wave-functions are needed in the chiral soliton approach to account for the pattern of the baryon mass-splittings [11] . The proposed picture implies that the strange quark component in the sea is suppressed, a scenario which has also been considered in ref [19] . On the other hand we will assume that the current operators, from which the charges are computed, are dominated by their flavor symmetric components. We will find that the proposed approach approximately reproduces the data with no (or minimal) explicit symmetry breaking in the axial charge operator. The present studies represent a refinement of some earlier calculations as we now include contributions to the axial charge operator which were omitted in ref [8] and are subleading in the 1/N C counting. A systematic expansion in 1/N C would also require a careful treatment of the allowed representations in flavor space for the baryon wave-functions. We do not attempt such an expansion but rather assume the physical value N C = 3. In addition we present the results obtained from a complete calculation in a realistic vector meson soliton model. That calculation supports the suggested picture.
II. SYMMETRY BREAKING IN THE BARYON WAVE-FUNCTIONS
Here we briefly review the energy eigenvalue problem for the low-lying as it arises in the collective coordinate treatment of chiral soliton models. This approach was initiated in ref [15] . In the model framework it leads to exact eigenstates for an arbitrary strength of the flavor symmetry breaking. The collective coordinates for flavor rotations are introduced via
U 0 ( r) describes the soliton field configuration embedded in the isospin subgroup of flavor SU(3). A prototype model Largangian for the chiral field U( r, t) would consist of the Skyrme model supplemented by the Wess-Zumino-Witten terms as well as suitable symmetry breaking pieces. In the action notation it reads
Here f π is the pion decay constant and ǫ is the dimensionless Skyrme parameter. Γ W Z is the Wess-Zumino action [20] :
Here we have used L µ = U † ∂ µ U. The flavor symmetry breaking terms are contained in
whereŜ = diag(0, 0, 1) is the strangeness projector. It should be emphasized that many of the arguments presented below apply to more general chiral Lagrangians, though. An appropriate parameterization of the collective coordinates in terms of eight "Eulerangles" is given by
where D 2 denote rotation matrices of three Euler-angles for each, rotations in isospace (Î) and coordinate-space (R). Substituting this configuration into the model Lagrangian yields upon canonical quantization the Hamiltonian for the collective coordinates A:
The symmetric piece of this collective Hamiltonian only contains Casimir operators and may be expressed in terms of the SU(3)-right generators R a , with [A, R a ] = (1/2)Aλ a , where a = 1, . . . , 8 :
M cl , α 2 , β 2 and γ are functionals of the soliton, U 0 ( r). The field theoretical problem has been transformed into a quantum mechanical problem for the collective coordinates which are parameterized by the 'Euler-angles' (5). The symmetry breaking term in the Hamiltonian (6) depends on only one of the eight 'Euler-angles'. This suggests the following parameterization of the baryon eigenfunctions [15] ,
The unit baryon number sector constrains the right hypercharge to Y R = 1. This constraint stems form Γ W Z and is valid for N C = 3. The flavor hypercharge quantum number emerges via the constraint
The generators R a can be expressed in terms of derivatives with respect to the 'Eulerangles'. Then the eigenvalue problem HΨ = ǫΨ reduces to sets of ordinary second order differential equations for the isoscalar functions f
appears as a continuous parameter in the eigenvalue equation. Hence the eigenfunctions (8) parametrically depend on ω 2 which is thus interpreted as the effective strength of the flavor symmetry breaking. A value in the range 5 < ∼ ω 2 < ∼ 8 is required to obtain reasonable agreement with the empirical mass differences for the . In the exact treatment we get significantly closer to the empirical values, e.g. for ω 2 = 6.0 and ω 2 = 8.0 we find the ratios 1 : 0.69 : 0.70 and 1 : 0.61 : 0.77, respectively
1 . The symmetry breaking piece in eq (6) has non-zero matrix elements when sandwiched between baryon states that differ only by their respective SU(3) representation. Hence the exact as well as the perturbative treatments lead to baryon states which are not pure octet (or decuplet) states. Rather they have admxitures of states that are members of higher dimensional SU(3) representations but otherwise have identical quantum numbers. Baryons in these representations cannot be constructed as three quark states, rather additional quarkantiquark pairs are required. Hence such admxitures to the octet (or decuplet) baryon wave-functions can be interpreted as an effective parameterization of the meson cloud. In general those admixtures reduce the baryon matrix elements associated with operators likē ss [11] 2 . Hence the meson cloud dominantly consists of pions. This merely reflects the fact that due to the smaller masses the non-strange degrees of freedom are easier to excite than those related to strange quarks. Here we are interested in the consequences that arise from the exact treatment of the collective coordinates. We therefore compare the admxitures of states from higher dimensional representations as they result from the exact calculation outlined above with those obtained in the first order approximation. As an example we list the admixture of the nucleon wave-functions with states carrying nucleon quantum numbers dwelling in higher dimensional SU(3) representations in table II. We observe that in the relevant range for ω 2 the first order approximation has only limited validity. In particular the10-amplitude is overestimated by this approximation.
The feature that the effective symmetry breaking parameter also contains the moment of inertia, β 2 for rotations into strangeness direction allows the possibility that the symmetry breaking in the wave-functions, which is measured by ω 2 , to be large albeit the explicit symmetry breaking, measured by γ, is not (and vice versa). Furthermore this allows for the scenario of having large deviations from flavor symmetric wave-functions without even having symmetry breaking components in the current operators since almost all symmetry breaking can eventually be included in non-derivative terms of Γ SB which do not contribute to currents. In the next section we will study whether such a picture can be consistent with the observations on hyperon beta-decays. These decays are well parameterized by the Cabibbo scheme [5] which is obtained by applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem to the SU(3) symmetric baryon octet wave-functions.
III. CHARGE OPERATORS
In this section we present an investigation based on the covariance in the collective coordinate approach. In this context it is not necessary to detail the model Lagrangian.
In the proceeding section we will nevertheless present an analysis which utilizes a specific Lagrangian as an example. It will be found that this example essentially verifies the results obtained from the covariant treatment.
Recently a chiral soliton model motivated analysis of the axial charges of the hyperons has been performed [21] . Up to linear order in the strange current quark mass, m s (next-toleading order in flavor symmetry breaking) all operators for the respective matrix elements were collected. Their coefficients were determined from known data on hyperon beta-decay 3 . A model result was used to relate octet and singlet currents because they are not related by group theory. Then the polarization for the non-strange quarks in the Λ was predicted to be small, ∆U Λ = −0.02 ± 0.17 in contrast to ∆S Λ = 1.21 ± 0.54; with errors of the Ξ decay data penetrating through this analysis. Some of the results (for the central values) raise questions in view of the study representing a perturbation expansion in flavor symmetry breaking: The axial singlet matrix element of the Λ, ∆Σ Λ , turned out to be about twice as large as that of the nucleon, ∆Σ N . Also, the O(m s ) terms contributed almost 50% to ∆S Λ . This indicates that at this order the expansion has not converged (if it does at all) or that in chiral soliton models the flavor symmetric point may not be the most suitable one to expand about. This may be perceived from the observation that in chiral soliton models the effect of the derivative type symmetry breaking terms is mainly indirect. They provide the splitting between the various decay constants and thus significantly increase γ because it is proportional to f
. Besides this indirect effect the derivative type symmetry breaking terms in (4) may be omitted. Whence there are no symmetry breaking terms in current operators and the octet axial charge operator may be parameterized as
Under flavor transformations (parameterized by changes of the collective coordinates) these charge operators behave like members of an octet. The expression (9) stems from subsituting the parameterization (1) into the covariant expression of the current operator obtained from a model Lagrangian using Noether's theorem and subsequently applying the quantization rules for the collective coordinates. Here we have furthermore introduced the adjoint representation of the collective rotations,
In principle, the constants c n , n = 1, 2, 3, are functionals of the soliton which can be computed within the adopted model. The c 2 -term originates solely from the abnormal parity terms in the action, e.g. Γ W Z , while the c 3 -term additionally acquires contributions from field components which are 3 Note that the standard definition for this decay parameter differs from that in ref [21] by a factor √ 6/2.
induced by the collective rotations. Both, c 2 and c 3 are subleading in 1/N C as the appearance of the generators, R a suggests. A well-known problem of many chiral soliton models is the too small prediction for the axial charge of the nucleon, g A when the constants c n are computed using the soliton solution. In this section we will not address that problem but rather use the empirical value g A = 1.258 as an input to determine the c n . That is, we consider the constants c n as free parameters, alike F &D in the Cabibbo scheme. It turns out that for pure octet wave-functions the matrix elements of the operators multiplying the constants c 1 figure 1 . The fact that the operators D a3 and α,β=4 d 3αβ D aα R β have the same F/D ratio is reflected by all ratios assuming the same value when flavor covariant wave-functions are used (ω 2 = 0). However, we see that already at moderate symmetry breaking the description of the axial current matrix elements in terms of F/D ratios becomes inadequate as these operators evolve quite differently. With these significant dependencies on the effective symmetry breaking of matrix elements of the various operators contributing to the axial charges on ω 2 it seems difficult to imagine that the empirical results for the hyperon decays, which are well described by the symmetric formulation, can be reasonably reproduced at realistic ω 2 > ∼ 5. Before attempting such a fit we can get more insight into the relevance of the constants c n from the axial singlet current. Although it is not related to the octet current (9) by group theoretical means, the fact that within the collective coordinate approach we can consider flavor symmetry breaking as a continuous parameter provides further information. In the limit ω 2 → ∞ (integrating out strange degrees of freedom) the model should reduce to the two flavor formulation. In particular the strangeness contribution to the axial charge of the nucleon should vanish in that limit. Noting that N|D 83 |N → 0 and
for the axial singlet current because it leads to the strangeness projection
Actually all model calculations in the literature [22, 23] are consistent with this requirement. It is simply a consequence of embedding the soliton in the isospin subgroup of flavor SU(3). The analysis of the famous proton spin puzzle yielding ∆Σ N = N| d 3 rA
i |N = 0.20 ± 0.10 then suggests c 2 = 0.12 ± 0.06 in agreement with the above estimate from the flavor symmetric description of hyperon decays.
In order to completely describe the hyperon beta-decays we also demand matrix elements of the vector charges. These are obtained from the operator
which introduces the left SU(3) generators L a . Again, this relation is obtained by substituting (1) into the covariant expression for the vector current operator extracted from the model Lagrangian. The relevant matrix elements are protected by the Ademollo-Gatto theorem [24] stating that deviations from the SU(3) relations start at order (ω 2 ) 2 . In the collective coordinate appraoch this theorem is reproduced as the slope of these curves vanishes at ω 2 = 0, cf. figure 1. Consequently, symmetry breaking in the vector currents is not only ignored in the Cabibbo scheme but also in the linear treatment of ref [21] . However, for the strongly distorted wave-functions, which we are utilizing, the deviations from the SU(3) relations is sizable as is clearly shown in figure 1 . Of course, we will take into account these deviations when computing the vector charges.
We now attempt to determine the constants c n to reasonably fit the ratios g A /g V for the hyperon beta-decays (only g A for Σ + → Λe + ν e ). The values for g A and g V are obtained from the appropriate matrix elements of respectively the operators in eqs (9) and (12), sandwiched between the eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian (6). We first have to fix a value, ω 2 fix for which we want to obtain the best fit. We adopt the following strategy: we choose c 2 according the proton spin puzzle and subsequently determine c 1 and c 3 at ω 2 fix = 6.0 such that the nucleon axial charge, g A and the g A /g V ratio for Λ → pe −ν e are reproduced. For example, setting ∆Σ = 0.2 yields c 1 = −1.97, c 2 = 0.12, and c 3 = −1.38. This is not too different from the above consideration in the symmetric case as c 1 + c 3 /2 = −2.66. The matrix elements for the n → p and Λ → p transitions enter this determination of the c n . The comparision with figure 1 tells us that the deviations from the symmetric limit have turned out unexpectedly small. We are now left with predictions not only for the decay parameters of the other decay processes but we can also study the variation with symmetry breaking of all relevant decays. This is shown in figure 2 . Obviously the dependence on flavor symmetry breaking is very moderate, on the order of only a few percent. In view of the model being an approximation this dependence may be considered irrelevant and the results can be viewed as being in reasonable agreement with the empirical data, cf. table I. The observed independence of ω 2 shows that these predictions are not sensitive to the choice of ω 2 fix . In addition, since we observe this approximate independence of ω 2 , we essentially have a two parameter (c 1 and c 3 , c 2 is fixed from ∆Σ N ) fit of the hyperon beta-decays. This is alike the F &D parameterization in the Cabibbo scheme. We remark that the two transitions, n → p and Λ → p, which are not shown in figure 2 , exhibit a similar neglegible dependence on ω 2 and, by construction, they match the empirical data at ω 2 = 6.0. It should be noted that the use of the exact eigenfunctions of (6), which leads to the non-linear behavior is important in this regard. A linearized version (in ω 2 ) would not have necessarily yielded this result. In particular a first order description would fail for the process Ξ → Σ, for which g A /g V is a non-monotonous function of ω 2 . Comparing the results shown in figure 2 with the data in table I we see that the calculation using the strongly distorted wave-functions agrees approximately as well with the empirical data as the flavor symmetric F &D fit.
We also observe that the singlet current does not get modified. Hence we have the simple relation
for all values of ω 2 . In figure 3 we display the flavor components of the axial charge of the Λ hyperon. We see that also the various contributions to the axial charge of the Λ only exhibit a moderate dependence on ω 2 . The non-strange component, ∆U Λ = ∆D Λ slightly increases in magnitude. The strange quark piece, ∆S Λ then grows with symmetry breaking since we keep ∆Σ Λ fixed. It should be remarked that the results shown in figure 3 agree nicely with an SU(3) analysis applied to the data [1,2,4]: ∆U Λ = ∆D Λ ≈ −0.20 and ∆S Λ ≈ 0.60. Finally we remark that the observed independence on the symmetry breaking does not occur for all matrix elements of the axial current. An interesting counter-example is the strange quark component in the nucleon, ∆S N . For ∆Σ = 0.2, say, it is significant at zero symmetry breaking, ∆S N = −0.131 while it decreases (in magnitude) to ∆S N = −0.085 at ω 2 = 6.0. Within this class of models the order of the expansion in symmetry breaking is measured by differences like
ρ which are linear in the strange current quark mass m s . In an systematic expansion one could add symmetry breaking components to the currents to eliminate the small deviations from the empirical data. As these corrections are potentially small it might well be that this could be accomplished by a single operator of O(m 2 s ) or even higher. In turn this would make the approach quite unpredictable. In addition the errors in the empirical data (cf. table I) may penetrate to the fitted coefficients c n . It seems thus more appropriate to revert to realistic models in which we can calculate the coefficients of the next-to-leading order terms and which have been tested at other instances.
IV. SPIN CONTENT OF THE Λ IN A REALISTIC MODEL
We consider a realistic soliton model which contains pseudoscalar and vector meson fields. It has been established for two flavors in ref [25] and been extended to three flavors in ref [22] where it has been shown to fairly describe the parameters of hyperon beta-decay (cf. table 4 in ref [22] ).
Starting point is a three-flavor chirally invariant theory for pseudoscalar and vector mesons. The model Lagrangian contains terms which involve the Levi-Cevita tensor ǫ µνρσ , to accommodate processes like ω → 3π [26] . These terms contribute to c 2 and c 3 . A minimal set of symmetry breaking terms is included [27] to account for different masses and decay constants. This effective theory contains topologically non-trivial static solutions, which are constructed by imposing ansätze in the isospin subgroup
while all other field components vanish classically. Here ξ = exp (i π · τ /2f π ) refers to the non-linear realization of the pion fields. The radial functions are determined by extremizing the static energy functional subject to boundary conditions appropriate to unit baryon number. Introducing collective coordinates for this configuration induces field components which are classically absent. From this, eight real radial functions emerge. They solve inhomogeneous linear differential equations with the soliton profiles (14) acting as sources.
In regard of the discussion in the preceding section it is interesting to note that despite of strong symmetry breaking in the baryon wave-functions the model predictions for the magnetic moments approximately obey the respective SU(3) relations [22] . Covariant expressions for the (axial-)vector currents are obtained by introducing appropriate sources. Substituting the above described ansätze and applying the quantization rules for the collective coordinates yields the charges as linear combinations of functionals, c n [F, ω, G, ...] of the meson profile functions and operators in the space of the collective coordinates A. In this model the derivative type symmetry breaking terms add symmetry breaking pieces to the axial charge operator, that of the nucleon, although this effect is tiny. As this difference emerges solely from the c 4 term this ordering is a reflection of c 4 being positive in this model. It should be noted that in other models c 4 is predicted to be negative [28] , although small in magnitude as well; suggesting that ∆Σ Λ ≈ ∆Σ N in general. Similar to the fit of the previous section the full model calculation predicts sizable polarizations of the up and down quarks in the Λ which are slightly smaller in magnitude but nevertheless comparable to those obtained from the SU(3) symmetric analysis. One wonders whether the significant up-quark polarization ∆U Λ = ∆D Λ ≈ −0.16 has an experimental signature. The Gribov-Lipatov reciprocity relation [29] suggests that the quark fragmentation functions follow the quark distribution functions. Although there is no direct connection this hypothesis may nevertheless serve as an estimate [30, 31] . As the integrated polarized distribution functions are just ∆Q B (for quark Q inside baryon B) it is suggestive that the predicted value for ∆U Λ goes along with a significant up-quark fragmentation function for the Λ. In electroproduction the individual quark contributions to oberservables are weighted by the square of the respective charges. For the Λ this elevates the non-strange contribution by a factor five. Equations (2)-(4) in ref [1] give the polarization of a Λ that is produced in the current fragmentation region of deep inelastic electron-proton scattering. In addition to the (charge) 2 factor the strange-quark contribution is suppressed in such processes as its distribution in the nucleon is presumably small. In essence the significant negative prediction for ∆U Λ should result in a negative polarization of Λ's produced in that a reaction. In view of the self-analyzing decay Λ → pπ − this should be detectable. However, it is subject to the (reasonable) assumption that fragmentation and distribution functions are closely related.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the collective coordinate approach to chiral solitons large deviations from flavor symmetric (octet) wave-functions are required to accommodate the observed pattern of the baryon mass-splitting. Especially, contributions which arise beyond next-to-leading order in the effective symmetry breaking are needed for this purpose. In the QCD language these are of the order m 2 s or higher. In this report we have suggested a picture for the axial charges of the low-lying 1 2 + baryons which manages to reasonably reproduce the empirical data without introducing (significant) flavor symmetry breaking components in the corresponding operators. Rather, the sizable symmetry breaking resides almost completely in the baryon wave-functions. This scenario is especially motivated by the Yabu-Ando treatment of the Skyrme model which has the major symmetry breaking components in the potential part of the action and thus no (or only minor) symmetry breaking pieces in the current operators. The empirical data for these decay parameters are as reasonably reproduced as in the Cabibbo scheme of hyperon beta-decay. Repeatedly we emphasize that the present picture is not a re-application of the Cabibbo scheme since in the present calculation the 'octet' baryon wave-functions have significant admixture of higher dimensional representations (cf. table II). Furthermore the individual matrix elements which enter this calculation may strongly vary with the effective symmetry breaking (or strange current quark mass), cf. figure 1 ; only when combining them to the full g A /g V ratios the strong dependence on the strength of symmetry breaking cancels.
In the present treatment we may consider symmetry breaking as a continuous parameter. Taking this parameter to be infinitely large the two flavor model must be retrieved for the nucleon. This consistency condition relates coefficients in the axial singlet current operator to the respective octet components, which are not otherwise related to each other by group theory. In turn we are enabled to completely disentangle the quark flavor components of the axial charge. It results in sizable up and down quark polarizations in the Λ. Again, a picture emerged which, after some cancellations, agrees with that of the flavor symmetric treatment for known data. These results were obtained utilizing a parameterization of a charge operator which did not contain any symmetry breaking component.
We have also considered a realistic model, wherein the parameters entering the charge operators are actually predicted. These operators contain non-vanishing symmetry breaking pieces, whose matrix elements are, however, small. Essentially this model calculation confirmed the results obtained in the parametrically treatment.
